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KEY=CROSSDRESSING - CHASE KYLAN
My Husband, My Panties 2 - Feminized Fulltime (Feminization, Sissy husband, sissy training, sissiﬁcation, femdom, transgender, crossdressing) Cindel Sabante When Annie found her
husband Mark drunk on their bedroom ﬂoor last week wearing her clothes, she turned him into a her. Now it's a week later and Annie ﬁnds herself empowered by their gender play and when she gets a
promotion at work, Annie rushes home to celebrate by once again turning her husband Mark into the sexy and submissive Becky. But this time Annie wants more than a one night thing! This time she has
plans to make Mark into her sweet Becky fulltime. This 7,500 word story contains adult themes and includes fake dicks, cross dressing, forced feminization and a loving couple with ﬂuid gender roles.
Wives Punish Their Sissy Husbands Three Stories about Humiliated, Feminized, and Pegged Sissies Three of J.S. Lee's juicy stories in one package! When husbands start to turn into sissy girls,
it's up to their wives to take control and punish them for their slutty and secretive behavior. The feminization of humiliation of these sissies is sure to turn on any fan of the fetish!Stories include:Smile for
the CameraCaught Wearing PantiesFriday Night Cuckold Sissy Boyfriend Is Punished - A Tale Of Crossdressing And Feminization Scarlett Steele Girlfriend sissiﬁes her boyfriend - donning him in
the tightest cheerleader outﬁt! Andy’s facesitting fetishes start to get a little too much for Sierra and refuses to back down to her polite requests. Intent on teaching him a lesson in respect. The beautiful
blonde catches her lover fondling her dirty panties for his own pleasure. The devious girlfriend turns the tables and starts to humiliate and sissify her boyfriend in an evening he will never forget! This 6,000
word short story contains adult themes of crossdressing, sissiﬁcation, feminization, male humiliation and should be read by adult only! Keywords: Crossdressing , Feminization , Sissiﬁcation , Male
Humiliation , Sissy , Sissy Training , Crossdresser How I Feminised My Husband A True-Life Story of How I Turned My Husband Into a Submissive Girl This is the true story of how Alexa Martinez
transformed her marriage by feminising her loving husband. The book explains how she took an already wonderful relationship and moved it to a diﬀerent level by taking control and introducing a
reluctant husband to a life of femininity. What began as an exciting bedroom game exploded into a programme of gradual enforced feminisation. The book describes the reasons and beliefs that guided
her to take this path and the tactics she had to employ to turn an unknowing and unaware masculine man into a submissive housewife called Alice. Their marriage continues to be loving and aﬀectionate
but with Alexa in complete control and with her needs paramount. Although Alice has come to accept her new status as a girl, they haven't yet come out of the closet entirely and so she also write about
some of the barriers they continue to face in how she plans overcome them and also how to deepen Alice's feminisation and submission further still. She describes what it is that she expects from a
femdom relationship and why she believes that males need to be feminised. Alexa Martinez is a writer who has produced several novels on the topic of femdom and forced feminisation under the pen
name of Lady Alexa as well as a blog which covers the weekly life of living in a femdom relationship. Feminizing Her Husband Parts One and Two Combined Independently Published Now Parts One
and Two are combined! The complete story!Part One: How Megan Avoided Pregnancy: Megan and Mark can't agree. Mark wants a baby, but Megan does not. When Mark issues an ultimatum to his wife
demanding a baby, she counters by demanding that he dress as a woman for nine months before she will get pregnant. Naturally, she assumes her macho husband will never agree to dress as a woman.
Imagine her surprise when he does. What follows is a cat and mouse game as each tries to trick the other into giving up.Part Two: How Megan Got Pregnant: Things are changing fast now as Mark begins
to 'grow' into the role of 'Princess.' But Mark isn't the only one changing. Megan is about to undergo a major change as well. Will Mark get the baby he wants? Will Megan let him escape with his
masculinity intact? Femdom Making Him Into My Sissy Slave, Erotica Sex Stories, Forced Feminization, Femdom Chastity, Sissiﬁed Husband, Sissiﬁcation, Bdsm Are you ready to
dominated, enslaved and humiliated? Do you want rough sex, be forced to cross dress and turned into a woman's plaything? Is torture and punishment what you want, or pegged and strapped until you
are begging for release? Enter a world of female domination over men, that turns even the most masculine into a quivering, submissive wreck that is ready to please and satisfy his mistress, no matter
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what she desires. In this 3-book bundle of some of the most electrifying BDSM, rough, submissive and humiliating sex, you will be stunned, shocked and ultimately be left begging for even more. Femdom,
Parts 1 - 3 isn't just about men being totally submissive to a woman in control, it's about enjoying that experience and wishing it was you who was the subject of her domination. With more than 30 short
stories, each containing graphic depictions of the sort of sexual encounters that we usually only dream of, this is a book bundle that will keep you entertained and aroused for hours on end. And ultimately,
you'll be looking forward to the next time you dip inside this wanton, shameless world of sexual encounters where the women are most deﬁnitely in charge. Warning: Explicit Content. This is an explicit
erotic story. It contains graphic language and sexual themes. It is meant only for adults who are interested in this type of material for viewing in jurisdictions where its sale and enjoyment do not violate
any local law Cuckold Experiment - Part 1 Lulu Press, Inc My wife and I have always played sex games in the bedroom where we pretended I was the cuckold in the corner, but one night, my wife’s car
broke down on the way home and our fantasy became all too real. Will I be okay with the changes sweeping over my marriage? Will I allow my wife to experiment with the lifestyle she’s always wanted? Or
will I even have a choice... A Sissy Is Not the Man of the House Lulu Press, Inc What if your husband informed you that he enjoyed wearing your clothes more then his own? Would you be able to take
control of the situation and become the Man of the House? Could you put him in his place as you put him in your panties? Feminized Cuckold: An Lgbt, Bisexual, Cuckolding, Feminization, New
Adult, Transgender, Short-Read Romance Independently Published A cuckolded husband and his wife give each other a gift. The gift is making it past their paradigms and beliefs to enter a new world
where the pleasure and fulﬁllment of the partner is paramount. Two engineers, a husband and a wife, look to spice up life a bit. Her research leads them to the world of the hot wife who has lovers other
than her loving husband, and the feminized husband who can overcome beliefs, paradigms, and jealousy to give such a gift to his loving wife. They dedicate themselves to a project plan based on her
research, overcoming obstacles and achieving goals to transform the husband into not just a crossdressed husband, but a fully feminized, sexy, girly, sissy girlfriend who no longer retains any male ego or
jealousy. Instead, she supports their journey to a life ﬁlled with much more pleasure and fulﬁllment than they'd ever experienced. Come and immerse yourself in the most erotic, XXX-rated tale ever
written of cuckolding done by a hot wife, where gender lines are blurred, and life takes on a totally new and exciting twist in this intensely erotic and explicit, new-adult, LGBT, bisexual, short-read,
transgender romance. Look inside now. I Changed My Husband Into a Woman! A Delightful Novel of Total Power Exchange! Independently Published WARNING: I changed My Husband into a
Woman is randy, raw and powerful. Not for Sunday school teachers or other moralists!Roscoe was a power player in Hollywood. He was handsome, adored, and had one fault - he liked to play practical
jokes. Now his wife is playing one on him, and it's going to be the grandest practical joke of all time.This book has forced feminization, female domination, cross dressing, hormones, breast growth, pegging
and erotic humiliation.ABOUT THE AUTHORGrace Mansﬁeld is from the Smokey Mountains of Tennessee. She was married and has a child. Her husband being a 'cheating bastard, ' (her words) she took his
truck, left her baby with her grandmother, and drove to Texas. Then Montana. Then several other states, before landing in Los Angeles.She has worked as a stenographer, a court reporter for a small
newspaper and a photographer for the LA Times.Tired of all the lies involved in 'real' reporting, she tried her hand at escorting, and was a raving success. Except she didn't like it. But she did meet Alyce
Thorndyke, with whom she fashioned a strong friendship, and was introduced to Joe Gropper.Currently she is a gym addict, trying to ﬁx years of abuse, and working on her novels Feminizing Men A
Guide for Increased Joy in Crossdressing Maximizing the joy of crossdressing? Do you crossdress from a male to a female? Or is there someone in your life who does? If so, how about taking it up a
notch? Increasing the pleasure and the amount of time doing it? This isn't about how to dress or how to become feminine. We have a book on that, and there are plenty of other resources too. This is how
to increase your joy in crossdressing as much as possible. Whether you're a woman with a boyfriend or husband whom you want to become feminine-because of what it will do for them or you or your
other boyfriend-or whether you're a sole practitioner who loves the hobby and would like to have ideas on how to reap more delight from it, this book can help. A woman who gives this book to a male will
be making a statement of how much she loves him and wants him to be her special person. A sole practitioner of this hobby who takes this book to heart will be doing an act of kindness and respect for her
inner girl that says, I love who I am when I'm feminized, and I deserve to take care of her. Maximize the joys of being a male-to-female crossdresser and increase the gratiﬁcation, satisfaction, degree of
sensuality, and amount of time you have to enjoy it in this quick but thought-provoking short read. This is a guide that will help feminized men-husbands, boyfriends, sissies, those in female-led
relationships, or cuckolded males who are feminized. Give it as a gift for them or buy it as a gift for yourself. Look inside now! Sissy Feminization - Controlling His Life James nervously fastened the
pink straps on his high heels and blinked as his sissy persona stared back at him in the full length mirror. Within minutes, his wife was going to parade him across the Beach Beauty Contest, showing oﬀ
the feminised and emasculated husband. James watched nervously as his wife submitted the completed form at the front desk. The curious cross dresser had been caught red-handed in his wife's
underwear and she'd been eager to parade him in front of their new neighbours, smiling as she watched him sweat in his maid's outﬁt. The once conﬁdent husband had been transformed overnight into an
obedient sissy maid, tending to his wife's every need. Kathryn pulled James into the lingerie shop, coercing him to try on various outﬁts as his alter persona sissy, and when the dominant wife stumbled
across a Beach Beauty Contest, she leaped at the chance to enter the highly anticipated weekend content The late evening Saturday beach contest was the state's biggest, presented in front of crowds of
thousands and various photographers scattered across the audience capturing the beauty on display. James's sissy persona Jennifer is stretched far beyond any limits he ever imagined as his cruel and
dominant wife showcases her sissy in the skimpiest and most revealing outﬁt to the thirsty crowd, This 15,000 word short contains explicit scenes and should be enjoyed by adults only. Feminized Sissy
Submission to the Alpha and His Wife Independently Published Feminized - Sissy Submission to the Alpha and His WifeKen doesn't realize just how lucky he is when he answers an advertisement for a
live-in housekeeper. Working for the powerful Mr. and Mrs. Ellison proves to be a great opportunity that he just can't pass up. But the Ellisons are looking for more than just a housekeeper. When they
notice Ken's deeply submissive tendencies, they formulate a plan that is sure to give him exactly what he needs!Once Ken gets carried away and takes advantage of their hospitality, the Ellisons jump at
the chance to put him in his place. As Mrs. Ellison teaches Ken how to completely submit, and Mr. Ellison shows Ken just how much authority the man of the house has, Ken realizes how desperately he
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needs their dominance.Can Ken accept his new position without getting into even more trouble, or needing more punishment? Will the Ellisons allow Ken the satisfaction of submitting to their strict
training? Pimping Out Her Husband (Complete Series) and the Sissy Transformation (Comple Createspace Independent Publishing Platform Two of J.S. Lee's saucy sissy story series put together
in a single package! Buy them together and save! Included are: Pimping Out Her Husband: Jeﬀ and Elizabeth are happily married, but Jeﬀ's fantasy of being a cock whore and his reluctance to fulﬁll these
fantasies are troubling Elizabeth. When donning a strap-on isn't enough, she sets up for him to be pimped out by a transvestite pimp. Giving himself up to several men, Jeﬀ has never felt more like himself
in all his life. The Sissy Transformation: After going to a clinic for what was supposed to be a routine checkup, David Andrews is surprised to ﬁnd humiliation, feminization, and sissiﬁcation are on his chart.
At ﬁrst he protests the fact that he asked for a sissy transformation, but after an enema or two and being shipped home with some mysterious pills, he's back at his habit of wearing his ex-wife's clothing
and masturbating. When he wakes up in the morning with tits, he's unsure how to cope with the changes but realizes it's time to be the cockwhore he's always been on the inside. The Monster in Her
Panties (futanari on futanari) Golden Lynx Publishing Honey had never been a normal girl, and her fear of someone ﬁnding out about her abnormal body kept her isolated from her peers. Until one day
when she ﬁnds a girl in her class, Meadow, shares her problem. But the one in Meadow's panties is much larger, both in girth and length. Can Honey tame Meadow's monster? Or will it devour her? This
story contains graphic oral and vaginal sex between two futanari women. CrossDressing Husband Caught & Punished A Family Aﬀair Angelica Marie Gossett It was shortly after they were married.
Diane began to suspect that her husband Stephen was a crossdresser who was wearing her clothes. Well, if he had a secret, he would no doubt deny it. She decided to document his secret escapades ﬁrst.
If he wanted to dress as a girl, he should have sex as a girl. But given his being secretly recorded in her pretty pink bridal nightgown, it gave Diane an idea. Her husband had some traditional ideas. So his
1st time being made to have sex as a girl should be special. Special occasions should have a special dress. What better than a long formal feminine bridal gown for her husband to wear before his 1st
time? So Diane developed an elaborate plan to force feminize her husband, publically expose him dressed as a girl, and then prepare him for his bridal gown. Warning: Don't let your wife or girlfriend learn
of Diane's plan because it was perfect. Stephen truly had no option but to be dressed in public as a girl to begin the day, You also will wind up having no choice either if anybody does to you what Diane did
to Stephen. Brides need to have their makeup done. They need to have help dressing in their bridal gown. They need to have bridesmaid and maids of honor. They need to have their pictures taken. They
need to have a new name. All of this prior to the formal presentation and introduction to their spouse. Diane was going to make sure Stephen got the full complete total treatment. Then, of course, the
bridal night. The "mythical" ﬁrst time she has sex. Well, Stephen was going to get the full treatment here also. Punishment enema, plus punishment oral sex, punishment anal sex, forced consumption,
bondage, whips, and cock torture. But the psychological punishment would be equally as bad with suggestions and elements of cuckolding and forced-bi to demean and shame her husband. As the
evening progressed, Diane and her family learned even more of Stephen's secrets. Diane already had a plan to make Stephen's mother an unwilling participant in the bridal weekend. But, now, those plans
would change. His mother would have a much more expanded and permanent role. Stephen's crossdressing was always a family aﬀair from the very beginning. Now, it would be a much larger family
aﬀair. It was time to complete what had been started years before he met Diane. Of course, your author on her cover image is wearing a dress that matches the story. Husband to Cuckold… & Worse
Pink Flamingo Media She wants him as her neutered servant. Outrage, as ever, boiled close to the surface of his thoughts and even now, after so many humiliations, he could only marvel that his manhood
had been so far reduced he felt unable to give voice to the many indignities and injustices being heaped upon his head on a daily basis. All of which, he now knew with hindsight, the woman sitting above
him at her imperious ease had either suggested or introduced. Robert and Gilly have been married for ﬁfteen years – happy years so he thought. Then their life together begins to change out of all
recognition when the previously loyal and loving Gilly enlists the help of some like-minded and sexually warped female mentors. Before long, her husband is totally under her control as she becomes the
sole ruler of his world. The pussy-whipped Robert will suﬀer a host of humiliations on his way to becoming a fully cuckolded slave boy, serving his wife’s every whim. My FemDom Wife Female
Domination Wives Erotica Salacious Stories As I arrived home from work, I glanced down to see an envelope resting on my doormatt. I picked it up, and to my surprise I saw it was addressed to “My
Sissy Bitch.” Thoughts ran through my head. Who could have possibly sent this? When Jeremy notices a letter on the porch, he has no idea it will change his life forever. Soon he ﬁnds himself giving into
his deepest desires as his wife turns into his Mistress, and he becomes a 24/7 servant of hers! Feminizing Men A Tale of a Husband's Forced Feminization by His Hot Wife CreateSpace Spice up
the marriage? Crossdressing? Feminization? A loving couple's sex life begins to dwindle and the woman introduces lingerie for her man to wear, sparking their sex life once more. She thinks if a little is
good and makes him happy then a lot is better, and the hot wife buys the book, “Feminizing Men - A Guide for Males to Achieve Maximum Feminization,” by Barbara Deloto and Thomas Newgen. Enter a
new world. The feminized husband feminizes himself for his wife as a favor to her for a week long stay-cation and they follow the guide and develop his feminine aspects. Quickly, even though he still is
sure he will become a man again after the stay-cation, he looks at life very diﬀerently. In less than a week, the feminization turns their lives into something most would never reach. Cuckolding, sex toys, a
transvestite-crossdressing husband, an incredible sex life for the wife and a sissy catering to everyone's needs. The hot wife's life is enhanced by the eﬀorts of her feminized husband in ways she could
only fantasize about previously. Her ex-male, now in a male chastity cage, ﬁnds ways to satisfy the woman he loves and gives his hot wife gifts she never would have imagined. What would happen if a
loving couple decided to feminize the male? Would the feminized man no longer be a man? After a few short days crossdressing as a woman, and being feminized, would he be able to turn back time and
become a man again, or would he become addicted to the alluring aspects of being feminized, giving him new sensations, intriguing challenges, and womanly desires to which he was previously unaware
along with a new point of view on his hot wife's situation. Experience this erotic tale as you become enveloped in the story of what happened to this feminized male and his hot wife. Does she end up
cuckolding the feminized male? Do they stay married and have a better life, or do they part ways? What gifts can a feminized man possibly give to a woman? Can he resist the lure of feminization, return
to his old male self and try to be a real man, or is he forever destined to crossdressing as a woman and increasing his feminization until he becomes a shemale? Does he end up as a sissy and not a real
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man, or is he able to return to masculinity after his hot wife has introduced him to feminization and he's been immersed in the experience. A quick read to immerse you with 18,000 words and 68 pages of
feminized male, hot wife, cuckold, crossdressing, sissy ﬁction. Start now on this highly erotic triple xxx rated, adult, crossdressing, tranny, cuckold, feminization fantasy. Subjugated Sissies Femdom
Sissiﬁcation Miranda Birch Three tales of ruthless female domination in which males are subjugated and sissiﬁed! This book contains THREE previously-released stories for the price of TWO: so it is buy
two, get one FREE! Polly: Dominated Domestic Drudge Sissies In Service: A Tale of Domestic Servitude Rock Bottom: Enslaved and Sissiﬁed The Making of a Sissy Maid Pt2 The Second Installment
of One Man's Journey Into Feminised Slavery to His Beautiful and Seductive Wife This is the second part of the story of a man who yearned to be dominated by his beautiful wife and the wife who
wanted so much to make her husband's fantasies all come true. Within this exciting and erotic tale you will ﬁnd domination, cuckolding, chastity, enforced sissyﬁcation, corporal punishment and
humiliation. In the seventeen chapters of this book Sissy Melissa's frustration and humiliation are pushed to ever greater heights as he is dressed as a school girl and put in detention, placed under the
authority of his wife's best friend Governess Lorraine, whipped by his wife's lover, forced to serve his wife's lover's brother, rejected and humiliated at Christmas and, ﬁnally, endures the ultimate
humiliation when made to perform for the birthday of his beautiful wife's lover. Spring Comes to Sanctuary [Welcome to Sanctuary 1] Siren-BookStrand [Menage Amour: Erotic Paranormal Menage a
Trois Romance, M/F/M, shape-shifters, sex toys] Wanting to prove she can be a strong, self-suﬃcient woman of the twenty-ﬁrst century, Spring Ryan decides to spend her thirtieth birthday hiking the
Appalachian Trail through the Smoky Mountains. Her third day in, she’s ready to give up and crawl back into the small box she’s lived in for a dozen years when a pair of Irish Wolfhounds cross her path.
When they turn into gorgeous identical twins, she is amazed, especially when they claim she is their mate. Adam and Brock Sullivan are the oldest of four sets of twins living in the hidden valley of
Sanctuary. They had just about given up on ever ﬁnding their mate when they come across her just two miles from their home. Can Spring make a life for herself in Sanctuary? Will her family accept her
decision to live with and love both men? Note: There is no sexual relationship or touching for titillation between or among siblings. ** A Siren Erotic Romance Sissy Maid Bundle - Satin Secretaries and
Silken Servitude 3 Books In 1 All the Elle Mesen sissy maid books in one collection. Save 20% by buying them together. Book 1: When a beautiful young lawyer discovers her boyfriend dressed in satin
and pleasuring himself to a forced feminisation video, she immediately terminates the relationship. Penniless, and with nowhere else to go, the ex-boyfriend must accept the only option available - to work
as her live in cleaner. Forced to serve her while she starts dating, he soon learns that his duties go far beyond those of any cleaner and is soon her sissy maid. Not content with his work at home, his exgirlfriend sends him to work as a secretary for Charles Davant, a local businessman with a reputation for a ﬁrm hand but an open employment policy for transgender girls.Thus the plot is set for a series of
events in which our unnamed protagonist experiences forced feminisation, and scores the BDSM triple whammy of cuckold, sissy maid and total submission both to a mistress and master.Alternatively
titled 'La Vengeresse,' this erotic novel oﬀers the reader unprecedented quality in plot, humor and erotic thrills within the genre of gender variant ﬁction. This work not only explores the feminisation
experiences of the young man, but is a fascinating portrait of a woman who learns that she enjoys the art of feminine domination (femdom) and the humiliation of men.Book 2: When Harriet falls for her
beautiful lesbian colleague, Charlotte, her husband is sidelined. Unfortunately for the new couple, though, he's legally entitled to stay in the house and has no intention of leaving (and every intention of
making life diﬃcult.) When mysterious goings on are detected in their lingerie drawer, however, Charlotte begins to suspect something, and calls sissy hunter/dominatrix, Mistress Elle.After skillfully
exposing him for what he is: a submissive sissy, Harriet's husband is duly humiliated, uniformed and instructed in his new role as a sissy maid. Utterly dominated by three strong women, he ﬁnds himself
deep in feminization and frilly submission. Based on a true story, this gripping narrative takes you through the entire method by which Elle Mesen identiﬁes, exposes and trains sissy maids. It features
strap-on humiliation, forced feminization, curtsying, and all the minutiae of a maid's life from regulation nightwear to milking schedules. Book 3: After his girlfriend leaves him, Jack enters therapy and
learns to accept and embrace his submissive fantasies. After hearing about Elle Mesen Recruitment he applies for a part time position to fulﬁll his dream of being sissy maid to a black man that will
dominate him and a strong woman who can serve up humiliation.However, despite the fact he seems to be moving forward, Jack's heart still lies with the girl that left him and the unresolved sexual issues
which broke them. Not understanding just what submission to Elle Mesen means, the young executive will soon face a cuckolding experience that takes him right back to the painful feeling of inadequacy
that ruined his relationship.A powerful portrait of the contradictions that lie at the heart of cuckolding and transgender fantasy, this novella will excite you with its unrelenting narrative of feminization,
female domination and interracial cuckolding. The second in our 'Sissy Maid' series, this book will stimulate your grey matter but should not be read in public as an embarrassing bulge is inevitable: you've
been warned! Feminized and Pretty 1 Force-Feminized by a Vengeful Wife A struggling young musician called Patrick meets Elizabeth Remington a much older wealthy business woman. After a
whirlwind relationship they marry. Both had diﬀerent reasons for the marriage and neither reason was love. Elizabeth chose him as the perfect malleable needy man to control, subjugate and feminise.
Unfortunately for Patrick she hears him telling his best friend he only married Elizabeth as a get-rich-quick scheme and will take her for millions after a future divorce. Elizabeth believes this gives her full
license to do whatever she wants to Patrick. No longer held back by any moral reasons, she begins Patrick's transformation in earnest with no limits to what she feels she can do to him.This story contains
explicit scenes of a sexual nature including male to female gender transformation, female domination, CFNM and reluctant feminisation. All characters in this story are aged 18 and over. For adults aged
18 and over only The Complete Dominated Husband Femdom, Sissy, Cuckold, Chastity, The Full Uncensored First Series Volumes 1-6 Includes all six 'Dominated Husband' novellas in one
complete set: 1. Dominated and Punished, 2.Teased and Denied, 3. Caged and Controlled, 4. Humiliated and Cuckolded, 5. Feminized and Forced, 6. Filled by the Bull.The Dominated Husband follows
Michael's descent into the depths of female domination as he is forced to wear a chastity cage and endure all kinds of perverse delights and degradations at the hands of his increasingly dominant wife
and her two lovers - a hot lesbian MILF and a demanding alpha-male black Bull. Including explicit scenes of tease and denial, forced feminization, CBT, forced and ruined orgasms, prostate play, CFNM,
public sex, forced M/m gay encounters, SPH, lesbian sex, queening, pegging, over the knee spanking, golden showers, and much, much more, this is a novel that brings you all the taboo suﬀering and
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twisted pleasures of being a completely dominated husband. Feminizing Men - a Guide for Males to Achieve Maximum Feminization Createspace Independent Pub Do you want to feminize a male,
or you as a male want, or have been told to, become feminized? Feminization: 1) To give a feminine appearance or character to. 2) To cause (a male) to assume feminine characteristics. This is not for
those who wish to permanently change their gender, but rather for those who wish to feminize temporarily, though sometimes repeatedly and regularly, in order to proﬁciently crossdress as a woman. This
feminization guide is for a male by gender who, may, or may not be, a “real” man by some opinions, but nonetheless a male, who has chosen, or has been told to, or is being coerced into, becoming
feminine in appearance and character. This guide is to be given to those who have been tasked with becoming a feminized male as part of a process to feminize them, or purchased for use by males who
wish to feminize themselves. It doesn't have any magic potions or formulas, special makeup or fancy tools, use any drugs or surgery. It does cover all the aspects of eliminating the 'man markers' that set
males aside from women, and make a male less feminine than they could ultimately be. It will demasculinize anything that may have had a masculine overtone with the male. It will also aid the feminized
male to feel more sensual and sexy in a feminine role. The guide is short - about 15.000 words and around sixty pages, but covers eliminating the things that keep a male from becoming as fully feminized
as much as their male body and characteristics allow. After the male has read this, acted upon this information fully, and practiced, he will be the best feminized male he can be. He will reach
crossdressing perfection as a male to female (MTF) cross dresser. He will have the routines of maintenance and upkeep of the feminized male body, which will keep him ready, and most likely anxious, to
fairly quickly, crossdress at the request of their wife, mistress, or whim of his own. Whether the reason be from femdom, a wife led relationship, female led relationship, cuckolding, cuckoldry, a hot wife,
male chastity, forced crossdressing, forced chastity, female domination, submissive training, sissy training, or purely their own desire to become feminine, a diligent male student who incorporates the
information in this guide with passion and drive will become the perfect crossdressing male, as fully feminized as possible. Upon following the elements in this guide, the feminized male will be able to
proudly display how feminine he has become to anyone he, or the one who coerced him, choose to. Should this be a singular undertaking, the individual will be able to see and feel the diﬀerence in the
degree of feminization they have achieved after practicing and perfecting the elements, and thus, bring greater pleasure and satisfaction to the resulting feminization. This will be time consuming and will
require dedication and diligence in order for a male to feminize to his best. If you are purchasing this for yourself, or someone else, beware of that in order to allow the necessary time and resources. Look
inside now. Buy yourself a copy, or give one to a male you want to feminize. It is a small, but valuable investment in a male's journey toward maximum feminization. Sissy Sex Slave Feminized and
Abused Miranda Birch Blackmailed into submission, the petty criminal Rod, now a feminised sissy slave called ‘Dolly’, toils from early till late for his demanding Mistress, tarted up in a skimpy frilly pink
maid's uniform. Even Mistress Melissa's slave girl is superior to him in the pecking order. And he must submit to all kinds of use and abuse in this Femdom household. From Bad Boy to Good Girl 1
(Gender Transformation, Gender Change Erotica) Margeaux Adler After a long day at work, Ian sits alone at a bar to unwind. Then a beautiful woman joins him and oﬀers to buy him a drink. Who is
he to say no? The odd, green drink has no eﬀect at ﬁrst and Ian feels nothing. By the end of the night, he starts feeling all sorts of new things—including a whole new body. For adults only, “From Bad Boy
to Good Girl 1” is a 7,600 word story featuring: Gender change/ gender transformation Strap-on sex Mild BDSM Domination and submission Femdom Orgasm denial/ orgasm control Oral sex Rough sex
Masturbation This is part 1 of the series From Bad Boy to Good Girl: 1) From Bad Boy to Good Girl 1 2) From Bad Boy to Good Girl 2 3) From Bad Boy to Good Girl 3 My Husband, My Panties
(Feminization, Sissy husband, sissy training, sissiﬁcation, femdom, transgender, crossdressing, pegging) Cindel Sabante Annie has just arrived home after working late again at the oﬃce.
When she ﬁnds the front door locked, she begins to panic. Mark, her husband, never locks the door. Expecting the worst, Annie instead ﬁnds Mark in an embarrassing position on the bedroom ﬂoor. He had
passed out wearing her clothes! Seeing an opportunity for a little fun, Annie decides to change Mark into her own little female friend, and test the limits of how far Mark is willing to go. This 6,000 word
story contains adult themes and includes fake dicks, cross dressing, pegging, and a couple with ﬂuid gender roles. FOR MATURE AUDIENCES ONLY! My Hot Wife - A Cuckold, Male Chastity, Female
Led Relationship, Feminization Story CreateSpace Dan was a devoted and loving husband. His only desire in life was to provide for his wife in every way, shape, and form. When they went on vacation,
he took the opportunity to ﬁnd something special for her, something very special - a handsome man to make love to her. She at ﬁrst expresses her objection to the idea, yet soon realizes how much her
husband would love her to experience it. As his loving wife, she bends to his desire for just this once. After she's had a taste of what it's like to be made love to by a perfect male specimen, she learns to
feed her husband's desire to see it happen again. In the process, she manages to subtly transform her loving husband's role into that of a serving, and catering servant while at the same time, he ﬁnds out
what his true desires have been all along when he enters a new world of male chastity and feminization, suggested by his wife. Together, they learn how to overcome societal taboos and beliefs by putting
aside male ego and the perceived need for monogamous relationships. They experience ecstasy beyond belief and their daily lives become ﬁlled with sensuality and excitement. Is he then a cuckold, or is
he just a man trying to get the most out of life for the love of his life? Is she a slut wife, or is she just a woman taking advantage of the gifts a woman has to experience bliss? Is he no longer a man, or has
he transcended the stereotype of what a real man is and achieved true courage by becoming a feminized male? How many women would ever think of feminizing men to obtain the things they deserve to
have and immerse themselves in unending blissful experiences, heretofore unheard of, by becoming a hot wife? Look inside and start reading now. It might change the way you look at things. If it does,
the things you look at might change as well. The Boy I Grew Up With (Hardcover) Tijan I have loved Channing Monroe all my life. In ﬁrst grade, he asked for my Trapper Keeper. I hit him in the head
with it. Third grade, we were best friends. We kissed in seventh grade. Eighth grade, he turned into a bad boy and the rest was a tumultuous storm. Growing up, the problem was never love for us. Bad
times. Good times. There were times when I felt our love in every inch of my body, vibrating, making me feel like it could bring me back to life. The problem was us. The problem is that we're living in two
diﬀerent worlds now. Fallen Crest and its millionaires for me. Roussou and their criminals for him. I was thriving in mine and he was running his. But... But there were nights I felt we couldn't be further
apart than we were, and there were nights I felt we shared the same heartbeat. When was it time? When was it time to either sacriﬁce, make a change, or walk away from the boy I grew up with? A Sissy
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Cuckold Husband Part 2 A Hor Wife Turns Her Husband Into a Pansy Princess Gemma is a former supermodel who decides to turn her husband into a sissy. Again. Paul Paige is her unsuspecting
husband, loving, kind and successful. Unfortunately for Gemma, he's also short, skinny and not well-endowed. Dr Fiona Boleyn-Hunter is a specialist in her ﬁeld: male feminization. Paul's fate is set.Gemma
is frustrated at her husband, Paul's, performance in bed. When she catches him spying on her as she works out, she decides the time is right to return her husband to sissy servitude and to make him a
cuckold, as she did in book 1 of this series. This time, she wants no back sliding. Her husband's transformation has to be both psychological and physical. Who better to help that Dr Fiona, the tall sexual
principal of an out-of town institute for feminization.This novel is suitable only for adults over the age of 18. It contains scenes of a sexual nature including: bi and hetero sex, forced feminisation and
sissiﬁcation, BDSM, cuckolding and more. The Femdom Syndicate Secretly Turning Husbands Into Cuckolds and Slaves to Their Dominant Wives ★ Are you ready to enter a world of predatory
Dommes, who turn husbands into obedient slaves to their wives? ★Volume II of The Femdom Syndicate turns up the heat as Amy and Michael continue to explore their Femdom cuckold adventure
together. Amy is beginning to enjoy her new-found power over Michael, and begins to explore her own sexuality in new and exciting ways. Amy is given a career opportunity of a lifetime by Emma, and
becomes a member of the Society for the Advancement of Women. Meanwhile, Michael is falling deeper and deeper under the irresistible spell of Sophie, the beautiful and wicked Dominatrix. Sophie has
plans for the couple, and neither Amy or Michael understand just how deeply Sophie's claws have dug into them until it is far too late. Emma learns of Sophie's misdeeds and takes decisive action to rescue
Amy and Michael from Sophie's clutches, setting the stage for an epic battle of wits and strategy between the two ultra-powerful women and their sexy allies. Strap in and get ready for an unpredictable
and incredibly erotic Femdom journey all across Europe, in which old friends and new join together to advance their cause in the secret, kinky world of Female Domination and male submission. This
86,000 word erotic novel contains explicit adult content including; femdom, forced chastity, crossdressing, coerced feminisation, masturbation, oral sex, anal play, male slave training etc. and is strictly
suitable for adults only. Sissy Punishment - A Tale of Crossdressing, Feminization and Transformation Scarlett Steele Sissy Is Punished In Her Panties! Jaron’s crush on his friend Belle leads him
into an unexpected predicament. The couple share an apartment after their college graduation and the curious man develops a thirst for her underwear. Wearing her skimpiest outﬁts, Jared’s struts around
his roommates knickers embracing his feminine side……. …...and when Bella starts to suspect he is fondling her delicates….. ….she decides to teach Jared the ultimate in sissy humiliation and punishment!
This 6000 word short story contains mature themes of feminization, crossdressing, sissiﬁcation and should be read by adults only Keywords: feminization, crossdressing, sissiﬁcation, transgender, sissy,
training, femdom Tame Me (The Billionaire's Submissive, BDSM, Erotica, Free) Simone Holloway When Summer applied for a job with one of the world's richest, most desirable men, she'd
anticipated long hours and hard work. But when her new boss proposes a mutually beneﬁcial agreement involving a unique opportunity and loads of money, she soon ﬁnds herself on a journey of sexual
discovery. Her boss, Mr. Quinn, is determined to teach her what it means to be a submissive, but will his sexual demands go too far? While Summer struggles to understand the dangerous world of BDSM,
Mr. Quinn ﬁnds himself battling to keep his personal feelings out of their arrangement. The blurred lines between pleasure and pain, lust and love lead to unexpected avenues in this new, hot BDSM series.
Forced Feminization : a Study in Sissiﬁcation (Jacqueline's Submission to Slave This 16,850 word story is the surprising conclusion to Jacqueline Reed PhD's story. It starts where 'Orgasm Denial :
A Study in Chastity' left oﬀ, with her intending try forced feminization turning Simon into Simone to further her selﬁshly enjoyable experiments into domination, submission, forced femme, BDSM, chastity,
orgasm denial and sexuality. However after a brutal judicial caning leaves one of her subjects unable to sit down, suspicions are raised. Her career under threat, her secret life of domination and slave
owning about to be exposed, there is only place Jacqueline can hide, only one person she can turn to, the dominant Mistress who has asked her to submit fully, and to her, to become her property, her sex
slave, the dominant Mistress Mariella Jane Hall...*Warning this 16,850 word novella contains depictions of severe, judicial caning, corporal punishment, forced femme, genital piercing, branding and slavery
and various fetish elements. It is NOT for the prudish or those oﬀended by these topics! - Over 18's only please!* Sissy Assignments The Ultimate Collection Mistress Dede This is a compilation of over
150 sissy training exercises that will beneﬁt the Mistress/ Master as well as the self-trained sissy boi. These sissy training exercises should be used as a handy training tool to polish sissy slave skills into
absolute perfection. Following these tasks on a day to day basis will turn your sissy boi into the proper sissy slave that is desirable to both parties. These sissy training tasks are designed to slowly take
away a sissy's manhood and transform them into a much more feminine creature. This collection includes Sissy Humiliation Assignments, Public Humiliation Assignments, Sissy Maid Assignments, Sissy
Holiday Assignments, Sissy Chastity Assignments and more! Take advantage of this great opportunity and take your sissy training to the next level! Cuckolding The Revolutionary Guide You may be
talking about Cuckolding and you may be ready to try it. I will share with you everything I have learned from my own experiences and the experiences of my hundreds of thousands of readers, fans and
social media followers. Opening up your marriage and welcoming new people in to your life is no easy or simple task, if you don't want it to become a train wreck for your relationship. I'll show you how to
have all the necessary conversations. I'll show you how to set up an open relationship in a compassionate and ethical way so that both partners can be fulﬁlled and happy with the experiences. I will share
the wisdom of Cuckolds, Hot wives and the Outside Partners.This is the fourth and perhaps most widely anticipated must-read book in the Bestselling Love & Obey Female Led Relationship series by Marisa
Rudder. It is a do-it-yourself recipe book for success. It is a how-to have a successful and happy open relationship. In the midst of all the hype, I will oﬀer you, the authentic journey in open relationships;
cuckolding, hotwiﬁng, swapping, threesomes, polyamory and more. I'll show you the most common mistakes and false starts, as well as, the hottest success scenarios that will launch your love life into a
new stratosphere. Forget everything you have heard before about Cuckolding and open relationships. Marisa's Revolutionary how-to guide is just as groundbreaking as the rest of her Loving Female Led
Relationship advice. If you've decided to cuckold your husband, or your husband was the one who encouraged you to cuckold him, or even if he is trying to accept the idea of you cuckolding him, you
probably have many questions and you should because, cuckolding is easy. There are important lessons, you both should know before you start. Fantasy is one thing but reality is something else. What are
the rules and boundaries you must know before you start? How do you ﬁnding an outside lover / bull? Can you have your cake and eat it too? Can you enjoy your marriage, and still have sex with another
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man? Will your husband get jealous? Will you want to run oﬀ with your outside partner? These are all things you need to consider. Should your husband watch? Should you do it alone? This book covers
opening up your sexuality to outside people, the pitfalls and the ways to make everything click into place. You'll be able to evaluate if this open FLR lifestyle is right for you.If you are happily married
woman in a female led relationship and even having satisfying sex life with your husband do you really need to walk on the wild side with a bull? How do you stay healthy, safe and discrete? Welcome to
the thrilling and revolutionary new guide to Cuckolding. How To Feminize Your Body A Helpful Guide for Crossdressers The topic is male-to-female transformation. Some people call it makeover,
that works too. The text is written predominantly from the view that you are new to crossdressing and feminisation but want to develop a female persona of some kind be it permanent or just for a
temporary indulgence. If you are an old hand then you may also ﬁnd a few helpful tips or insights that will further enhance your look, style, or dressing technique. An assumption is that you were not
socialised as a girl. As a result, we need to revisit and spend time on all the little things females seem to ﬁnd so natural and take for granted. Getting in touch with your femininity is a mixture. An
ensemble if you will of lots of things. When you see an ultra-feminine woman, the way she acts and dresses, the way she walks and talks, and oozes sensuality you know there is something more going on
than just putting on a dress. Part I considers what you want to achieve with your girl time. We look at what makes us physically one sex or another and how ﬂexible and open this is to change. Then we
move onto how to treat your body right and indulge in all those little things that make a woman feminine. In Part 2 we go on to consider ways to sculpt or contour your body so that it remains in proportion
but more idealistically female. We look at boobs, butts, and tucking. In Part 3 we move onto dressing the body. We consider the wonderful world of sexy lingerie and underwear and how the right materials
and textures can give you that lovely feminine feel. Then we look at clothes and how the right cut and hang of materials as well as patterning and combinations can ﬂatter your ﬁgure. And, ﬁnally we
consider movement and deportment. In particular, how to walk in those ultimate expressions of female sexuality your heels. ****The material is arranged into nine helpful chapters that not only produce a
more female appearance but also develop feminine traits and work on your socialisation into female ways. We also give you a shopping list for the things you need at each stage. Chapter 1 looks at why
people dress and the idea of being feminine. Chapter 2 considers the limits of biology and how easy it is to physically change from male to female. Chapter 3 looks at ways to pamper your body and get
that healthy smooth skinned look. Chapter 4 considers body types and how you can use foundation wear to get your female proportions just right. Chapter 5 is all about breasts and how to design your
perfect female boobs. Chapter 6 does the same for bottom shapes and how to pad and tuck to get that all girl proﬁle. Chapter 7 looks at lingerie and the essentials for your intimate wardrobe. Chapter 8
shows you how to dress right for your body type and get the best look you can with your proportions. We consider cuts of clothes and the type of shoes that every girl should know about. Chapter 9 is all
about posture and deportment. We show you how to walk properly in your heels and develop the essential movements that will mark you out as female. Feminized Cuckolded Husband Jake wanted to
live a life of leisure, supported by his wife Julie, but he knew she would never agree. So he pretended to get laid oﬀ and he told her he couldn't ﬁnd another job. He didn't expect Julie to tell him he needed
to be her maid until he found work. Could he ﬁnd another job to get out of heels and dresses?"Feminized Cuckolded Husband" is a tale of erotic punishment where a man pays a price in femininity for
trying to take advantage of his wife.For Adult Audiences OnlyStory includes: female domination, forced feminization, cuckolding, pegging, chastity devices, erotic humiliation, and more.
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